
ALMA Light exhibits at the Design Museum of
Barcelona

In 2020, the ALMALight TRIBECA-USB and FUJI table lamps (designed by Jordi Llopis) as well 
as the PAROS ALABASTER (created by Josep Novell & Ernest Perera) obtained the Bronze Delta 
Award (Delta Lighting category) in the 40th edition of the Delta Awards that convenes the 
prestigious Association of Industrial Design ADI-FAD of Barcelona every two years. The Delta 
Awards represent the recognition of the work of industrial designers and the manufacturing 
companies. Established in 1961, they were born as a tool at the service of Spanish designers 
and companies to project and promote their work internationally. The Delta Awards, which are 
understood as a social recognition of value, state that "something" is on the right track, that an 
object makes visible some characteristics that go beyond tradition, that it possesses a critical 
sense and that it promotes new & more sustainable ways of life. These awards are considered 
one of the most important recognitions in the design sector in Spain.

http://almalight.com/en
https://ajuntament.barcelona.cat/museudeldisseny/en/node/5654


Now, from June 2nd  to August 29th 2021, the Design Museum of Barcelona in collaboration 
with ADI-FAD, exhibits all the awarded objects. Our TRIBECA-USB, FUJI and PAROS 
ALABASTER, along with the other award-winning products, are part of the exhibition “The best 
design of the year”. Starting in September, these pieces will become part of the museum's 
permanent exhibition.

It was a great satisfaction for us to receive three Delta Awards in 2020. The exhibition that 
opens these days represents the culmination of the process, places our brand, once again, 
among the great names in design and places TRIBECA-USB, FUJI and PAROS ALABASTER in an 
emblematic space of our city such as the Design Museum of Barcelona and within the 
framework of the DESIGN WEEK held in the city.

http://almalight.com/en/products/-/19-tribeca-usb
http://almalight.com/en/products/-/36/88-2270


http://almalight.com/en/products/-/36/88-2270
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http://almalight.com/en/products/-/1/140-5070-5071
https://www.instagram.com/almalightbarcelona/
https://www.pinterest.es/almalightbarcelona/
https://www.facebook.com/almalightbarcelona/



